To,wsE•-,, Notes on the Rock Dove.
12 more or less albinistic and the rest nearly typical of the Rock Dove.
I am inclined to think that the prevalence of albinism in these Pigeons mky be partly accounted for by the fact that there are, with rare exceptions, no hawks in cities to pick off prominently marked birds, for it is reasonable to suppose that a bird, conspicuous through albinism, would afford a more shining mark to a hawk, and would therefore be more subject to capture. This supposition is borne out by an observation related to me by Mr. William Brewster. He brought to his place at Concord a flock of Pigeons, the majority of which were more or less albinistic or else were light chocolate in color, but about one fourth of the flock were in the ordinary plumage of the Rock Dove. The flock was from time to time harried by hawks who killed a number of the birds, and the interesting part is that at the end of sonhe three years the albinistic and chocolate-colored birds were practically all weeded out and Rock Dove: "In its language, flight, and habits it is indistinguishable from the bird familiar to every one in a domestic state." Selby 3 says that it "is never known under any circumstances to affect the forest or perch upon a tree." Saunders 4 says "It has a marked objection to settling on trees --a peculiarity which is still shared by its domesticated relatives." In the British Isles it nests from April to September, and lays two sets of two eggs each.
The courtship of the Rock Dove is the same in our city streets as on wild rocky coasts. It may be seen here nearly every pleasant day from January to December. The male coos long and frequently, and expresses himself in the syllables coo-too-coo or cocka war, the last syllable in either case much prolonged. He stretches his neck now up, now down and, with puffed out breast, displays to full advantage his brilliant iridescent feathers. His tail is spread and scrapes stiffly on the ground and his wings are drooped slightly. The fighting that goes on between rival males is an important part of the courtship, a fact that is generally overlooked in poetical accounts of the gentle, cooing dove. These cliff-dwellers on w/ndow ledges and projecting copings of high buildings may often be seen engaged in sparring with their wings. Sometimes only one, sometinms both wings are used, and the birds strike with considerable force and sw/ftness and deliver the blows on each others heads and necks and solnetimes push or ward with one wing and strike with the o•her. The contest is often continued with but little advantage on either side for minutes at a time, but generally results in the weaker --not going to the wall --but being forced away from it off the ledge and having to use his weapons for flight. Sometimes the conquered one returns at once to the fray but often is obliged to content himself with a humbler station and the victor, undisturbed, struts and coos before his shy mate. The fighting is distinctly a cliff performance, with the object of pushing the rival off the ledge. Knight • says: "I have seen the fight protracted until one is killed or completely exhausted." On the outer edge of a Pigeon's wing is a bare spot of thickened integument?
The nearest approach to rocky caves in cities are to be found in church towers, and these are favorite nesting sites. Open situations on window ledges and various architectural projections on buildings are, however, freely used. The nest is often built in some of the busiest streets just above the passing wagons, and I 'have seen one on an iron beam under a noisy elevated ear station close to an are light. The nest is unattractive by reason of the liberal amount of dung with which it is daubed and of which in many eases it is ehlefly composed. The walls of the building below and in the vicinity are also spattered. To avoid this disfigurement of buildings the ledges are sometimes built up or covered at such The facts that when well under way in the air Pigeons extend their feet behind under the tail, although they carry them in front for short flights, and that they extend the bastard wing as they glide towards a perch can both be verified by any one with ordinary vision. I have already discussed these points in other papersJ It is interesting to speculate that this extension of the bastard wing may point back to the time when the reptilian ancestors of birds grasped with their front extremities the perch to which they were gliding.
The In drinking water the bill is held in the pool continuously for half a minute or more at a time, an action very unlike the sipping and holding the head up of gallinaceous birds with which Pigeons were formerly classed. Shore birds when feeding often hold the bill immersed and probably drink at the same time. I have no notes on the drinking of Auks, but I believe that Gulls drink continuously in a similar •nanner.
In feeding on grain scattered in the street or in horse droppings Pigeons do not scratch. On ground planted with grass seed they Bird Genealogy, loc. cit. 
